Abstract: This paper presents how Robust PID control can improve the performance of congesion control on TCP/IP networks. The proposed approach is compared with other control methods, such as PI control or RED/AQM, showing the advantages of the proposed technique.
Introduction
Internet congestion control and congestion avoidance have been active research interests in the area of networking (see, for example [1] [2] [3] ) during the last two decades. It has two components: (1) the end-to-end congestion control protocol, such as TCP [4] , and (2) an active queue management (AQM) scheme implemented in routers. AQM signals congestion by discarding or marking packets. When congestion is detected by TCP, it will take actions to reduce the source sending rate. Normally, AQM objectives are: to stabilize the buffer queue length at a given target, thereby achieving predictable queueing delay, and to minimize the occurrences of queue overflow and underflow, thus reducing packet loss and maximizing link utilization. Thus, it is necessary to reduce as much as possible this problem. At present, there are methodologies to deal with this issue [5] : congestion control which is used after the network is overloaded and congestion avoidance which takes action before the problem appears. This paper deals with congestion control because it is where feedback control techniques can be openly and easily applied.
AQM Router Dynamic Model and Control problem statement
In this section the dynamic nonlinear/linearized equations of TCP behavior developed in [3] are briefly reviewed as well as the purposes of AQM control stated.
Dynamic TCP Model
As in the literature, a network configuration consisting of a single congested router with a transmission capacity C is considered in this paper. TCP timeout mechanisms have been ignored for simplification. Using fluid-flow and stochastic differential equation analysis, the following coupled, nonlinear differential equations have been proposed as the dynamic model of the TCP behavior:Ẇ
where W . = average TCP window size (packets) q . = average queue length (packets) R(t) . = round-trip time=
= Number of active TCP sessions p . = probability of packet mark The queue length q, and window-size W, are positive bounded quantities; i.e., q ∈ [0,q] and W ∈ [0,W] where q and W denote buffer capacity and maximum window size respectively. In this formulation, the congestion window size W(t) is increased by one every round-trip time if no congestion is detected, and is halved upon a congestion detection. Moreover it has been assumed that the AQM scheme implemented at the router marks packets using Explicit Congestion Notification (ECN) to inform the TCP sources of impending congestion.
To linearize (2.1), it is assumed that the number of active TCP sessions and the link capacity are time-invariant, i.e., N(t) ≡ N and C(t) ≡ C. In addition the dependence of the time delay argument t − R on queue length q, is ignored and it is assumed to be fixed to t − R o . Then, local linearization of (2.1) about the operating point results in the following equation: 
where δW(t) = W(t) − W o and δq(t) = q(t) − q o are the incremental variables with respect to an operating point. The operating point for a desired equilibrium queue length q o is given by:
This leads to a low order nominal model of the network dynamics that is accurate at a particular operating point (R o , q o , C o , W o , p o ) given by:
By modelling the high frequency dynamics using a block ∆(s) such that
This term represents the high frequency, necessarily parasitic, network uncertainty in the model. Computational experience has shown that this can adequately capture certain deviations from nominal network performance. These considerations lead to the generation of a simplified feedback control system as shown in Fig. (1) 
AQM Control problem
The function of an AQM control law is to mark packets (with probability p) as a function of measured queue length q. Marking of packets is consecutively used by the sender to throttle the amount of data sent; if no marked packets are received the window size is increased. Upon reception of a marked packet the window size is halved. The principal performance objectives for an AQM control law are:
1. Efficient queue utilization, to avoid overflow or emptiness of the queue buffer.
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3. Robustness, to maintain closed-loop performance in spite of plant uncertainties, N, R o and C.
3 RED and PI Approaches to AQM this section reviews two of the more well established approaches for AQM control, say RED and the PI approach presented in [3] .
RED approach to AQM
Random Early Detection (known as RED) was presented by [1] . A RED gateway calculates the average queue size, using a low-pass filter with an exponential weighted moving average. The average queue size is compared to two thresholds (minimum and maximum). When the average queue size is less than the minimum threshold, no packets are marked. When the average queue size is greater than the maximum threshold, every arriving packet is marked. If marked packets are in fact dropped, or if all source nodes are cooperative, this ensures that the average queue size does not significantly exceed the maximum threshold. When the average queue size is between the minimum and the maximum threshold, each arriving packet is marked with probability p, where p is a function of the measured queue length q. Hollot et al. in [3] proposed the following transfer function model for the RED controller:
where
and where α red is REDs queue-averaging weight. The corresponding controller block diagram is shown in figure (2). 
PI approach to AQM
According to [3] the transfer function of a PI controller can be written as:
This controller is very well known by the control community. Its parameters can be tuned following methods proposed in the control literature. For example, [3] 
where β determines the phase margin of the resulting nominal control system. The PI proposed in [3] is designed for a phase margin of about 30 o .
Robust PID Control
This section briefly presents the approach for Analytical Robust Tuning (ART) of 2-DoF PID controllers recently presented in [6] . Consider the Two-Degree-of-Freedom (2-DOF) control system of Fig. 3 , where P(s) is the controlled process transfer function, C r (s) the set-point controller transfer function, C y (s) the feedback controller transfer function, and r(s) the setpoint, d(s) the load-disturbance, and y(s) the controlled variable.
The output of the 2-DOF controller is given by
For a PID 2 [7] it is
where K c is the controller gain, T i the integral time constant, T d the derivative time constant, and β the set-point weighting factor (0 ≤ β ≤ 1).
We will start right now with a Second-Order-Plus-Dead-Time (SOPDT) model of the form
The PID controller parameters are determined by the following equations for processes with parameters in the range 0.1 ≤ τ o ≤ 1.0 and 0.15 ≤ a ≤ 1.0.
The controller normalized parameters κ c , τ i and τ d , and β depend on the model normalized dead-time τ o and time constants ratio a, and on the design parameter τ c . A minimum system robustness level is incorporated into the design process estimating a recommended maximum speed (τ cmin ) of the resulting closed-loop control system parameterized in terms of the maximum sensitivity function (M s ) by using
Combining the performance and robustness consideration above the design parameter may be selected in the range τ cmin ≤ τ c ≤ 1.25 + 2.25a. The range limits for the design parameter selection then combine the necessary restriction so that all controller parameters are positive and the accomplishment of a specified maximum sensitivity, with the necessity that the obtained response does not deviate too much away from the desired response, due of the dead-time approximation used in obtaining the tuning equations. For a more detailed presentation and discussion of the method please see [6] .
Discussion
In order to illustrate the effectiveness of the Robust 2-DoF PID method, a numerical situation will be presented by taking the network simulation parameters of [3] where q o = 175 packets, T p = 0.2 seconds, C = 3750 packets/s (this corresponds to a 15MB/s link with an average packet size of 500 Bytes.). Figure (4) shows the performance of the three presented control strategies applied to the nonlinear system (2.1). As it can be seen the RED controller cannot reach the new references. This is an inherent drawback because it lacks the corresponding integrator. On the other hand both the PI and ART-PID controllers reach the desired targets. On the right part of figure (4) Table (1) shows the mean value and standard deviation of the queue length error computed with respect to the desired target q o = 175packets. As a proof of performance, as we achieve a lower variation of the queue, a predictable performance will be expected. Therefore better QoS. 
Conclusions
In this paper the suitability of applying Robust PID controllers for the purpose of improving internet congestion control has been presented. The main advantage of the ART PID tuning is its one-parameter tuning. In addition this parameter is a direct specification of the desired robustness level. Therefore suitable for the sittuations with changes in load and system parameters. The performance has been compared to that of RED and a PI controller previously proposed in the literature. 
